
 
 

Excellence in Teaching Prizes 2008/09 
 

Mathematics 

 
Is there a member of staff that gives really inspiring lectures? 

Do they make the subject especially interesting? 
Do they go the extra mile to make sure that you have an exceptional learning experience? 

Do they use novel methods of learning and teaching? 
 
Name of teaching staff member: Prof Mark Kelmanson 

School: Mathematics 

Name(s) of proposer(s):   (Anonymous) 

Date submission received by MaPS Faculty: 1/5/09 

Module(s) and Programme(s) that have been enhanced by this member of teaching staff: 
MATH3974, MATH3475 and MATH5365 

 
Summary:  
(Describe what the member of staff does that makes them stand out as being innovative or 
inspiring in their teaching. Please give specific examples) 
The lecture notes are extremely well written with lots of detail and references to examples which 
clarify difficult concepts. In addition, these are tied into numerous Maple worksheets which are 
found on the Professor’s website and also demonstrations used throughout the lectures which 
helps bring the topic ‘to life.’ 
Each lecture begins with a brief summary of the previous lecture and a concise explanation of what 
the main points of the (current) given lecture are. 
The example sheets questions begin in a quite straightforward manner and then become gradually 
harder so as to really test one’s knowledge on the subject. It also requires quite beautiful 
manipulation of mathematics which one can admire in itself. 
The module’s subject matter are very difficult but Prof K explains his lecture notes in good detail 
and is willing to clarify ideas repeatedly which may not be initially grasped.  
The best lecture I have ever seen on the whole undergraduate course was given by Prof K where 
he was demonstrating the idea of how a system exhibits multiple timescales – what was most 
impressive was the use of resources to visually demonstrate this – a video from youtube.com on 
the Tacoma bridge disaster, a pendulum which exhibited characteristic behaviour and his use of 
harmonicas to demonstrate beats – where the frequencies of two different timescales are close to 
each other. Quite inspirational!!! 
 
Supporting statement from Director of Learning and Teaching: 
 
In MATH3474, Mark received a score of 4.9 out of 5 on presentation in the module survey. Some 
comments from the module survey are given below. 



Mark produces excellent lecture notes for the students and is known to put lots of effort into his 
presentation. Moreover, he is a colleague who is very engaged in teaching issues, especially as 
Maths with Finance Programme Co-ordinator. 
MATH3474 feedback: 

• This was a really well-organised and well-presented module.  The lecturer was enthusiastic 
and more than willing to help and answer questions. 

• Material well supported by examples in both notes and example sheets.  Easily applicable 
examples. 

• It was a pleasure listening in, I found it interesting even though I usually don't like applied 
mathematics.  I found the combination of blackboard usage and projector qutie good.  
Helps understanding if one can just listen for a bit.  Very good and insightful explanation. 

• Prof Kelmanson has a high-level of enthusiasm for the subject and this transmits to the 
class. 

• Prof Kelmanson is a brilliant lecturer, and made the course very enjoyable.  Also very 
helpful to any students who have issues and is very understanding.  Thanks for all your 
help!! 

• The course was quite difficult throughout, but the lecturer (as with Math methods) helped a 
great deal by explaining everything well.  It was nice doing maths that had real and 
interesting applications for a change! 

• Very well presented, enthusiasm for the subject makes it interesting and easy to follow. 

• Top notch lecturer. 

• Lecturer is very approachable and helpful. 

• Very helpful with problems and accommodating. 
 
MATH3365/5365 

• The best lecturer I have ever had in my 4 years here.  Clear explanations, very helpful and 
friendly to all students.  Lectures are well planned and even though the material is difficult it 
is very rewarding. 

• Excellent notes, very well explained.  More course like this please!! 

• I have found this quite tough especially to begin with - it has introduced me to many new 
concepts and ways of seeing maths.  Prof K gave a blinding lecture on beats and the 
solution of Van der Pol oscillator - best lecture I've seen on my 4 years here (involved 
slides, practical demonstration).  Overall I've enjoyed this module so I'd like to say a big 
sorry (for not being able to keep up with work) and a big thank you for all the hard work Prof 
K has put into this module. 

• Difficult topics explained clearly and with good insight.  Examples challenging but helpful! 

• I've really enjoyed this course, it's been well presented and help is very forth coming.  It's 
been the hardest module this semester however, the entire course has linked together so 
well.  The lecturer’s enthusiasm to the course comes across and has made me more 
interested in the subject. 

• Prof. Kelmanson is a natural and his banter is top-notch. 

• If it wasn’t for Prof. K I think I'd have given up all hope for this subject.  Best lecturer I've 
had. 

• Excellent lecturer, very enjoyable module. 

• Very good module, challenging but enjoyable.  Prof K is a very good lecturer; passion for 
the subject! 

• Overall a very interesting module, extremely well presented and with plenty of help.  I found 
examples classes very helpful, and also found the lecturer very willing to help outside of 
module contact hours.  Probably the most well presented and prepared module I have ever 
studied, with a very high level of interest thanks to the lecturer.  Found the lecturer very 
helpful and he explained things very clearly. 

• I found the combination of written and printed notes very useful.  The lecturer is excellent, 
and always willing to help with any problems. 

• Good lecturer, very hard course though. Good having quick check answers - know what 
you are working towards. 



• Module very interesting.  Explained very clearly and appropriate examples given on 
applications to real problems.  I was able to see the why these methods are useful.   

• Great presentation, it was a pleasure listening in.  Your enthusiasm about the subject 
transported to the listener! 

• Although I found the course very hard at times, the lecturer did a very good job of 
explaining everything - I think it would have been impossible for me otherwise!  The 
examples sheets were challenging and a bit long but classes helped.  The 
applications/lecturers enthusiasm brought the course to life too. 

 


